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About This Content

Ajaccio, Corsica, France

Ajaccio, the largest city on Corsica. The original city went into decline in the Middle Ages but began to prosper again after the
Genoese built a citadel in 1492 to the south of the earlier settlement. The most famous Ajaccien is Napoleon Bonaparte who

was born in Ajaccio in 1769, and whose ancestral home, the Maison Bonaparte, is now a museum.

Ajaccio Napolean Bonaparte Airport is the main airport serving Ajaccio on the French island of Corsica. The airport is the
main base of regional airline Air Corsica, which operates services to Metropolitan France.

This beautiful scenery is massive and covers the entire seaside area for the Bay of Ajaccio. Over 13,000 custom objects are
included in this stunning scenery, plus a detailed version of the LFKJ airport. Enjoy!

Detailed Scenery Area Features

195 km Of Custom TexturePhoto Terrain Textures With Near Photo Accuracy

720 km of Hand Classified Landclass For Accurate Blending

13240 Custom Geotypical Buildings Accurately Sized And Placed
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Accurately Placed Autogen Houses

Accurately Placed Vegetation Autogen

Library Objects Used For Added Detail

Detailed Mesh

Landmark Objects Included
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These routes were well-written -- the Warriors books transcend time and space, as expected.. Improved my SkyrimVR
experience immensly. Worked like a charm, didn't have to change the template.. So this is a slider-style game, where upon
completion you get to see girls in a state of undress. Only there is a bit of motion in the completed puzzle.

Not much more that that, so if you are into this type of game, buy away.... I can't believe I put of buying this game. I had it on
my wish list forever.

This game is simply enchanting and amazing VR experience. Definitely in my top 10 VR games.

The puzzles are all good, the environments make you excited to explore new areas. You will constantly be pausing just to look
around.

This game definitely evoked a sense of wonder. I got the same vibes you get when you are in a starter area of a new MMO or
playing a Final fantasy game. Something about the music and environments just comes together so well.

ALSO! not a short game! Took me 9 hours which I feel should be a about average.

100% you should get this game if you like puzzles or interesting environments.. It's a pretty good demo for vr. I'm giving it a
positive review only because it's cool to be on a plank looking down. I think it should be cheaper, its not worth the 10 dollars.
Also, if it's your first time on vr, DON'T try the firefighter mode, i did and finished up vomiting.. Really stressful. The mouse is
very sensitive and it is quite difficult to aim.
It is very immersive once you give into it : there is a strong atmosphere of despair and loneliness. It was a nice one-time
expercience, but I would need something more substantific to be completely pleased.. I played it for about an hour to get all my
card drops and stopped after that. It's not really a bad game, but I don't recommend it because the original Oh...Sir! is better. I'm
not completely certain why. Maybe the first game's snobby feel went well with the silly lines. Maybe this one is less original or
feels less unique since it uses other characters not made for the game. Maybe the art style isn't as charming. Or maybe I just got
tired of the game mechanic as a whole and I am taking it out on this game. It's a decent game, but unless you are getting it with
the original in a package deal or at a discount like how I got it, I wouldn't get it. Just buy the original Oh...Sir! instead.. Under
Leaves is a delightful game that reminded me a great deal of Botanicula in it's art style. Unlike Botanicula however Under
Leaves is not about solving puzzles but merely searching for shapes.

In this respect Under Leavs does an excellent job, the clever use of shape and tones of colour make it glorious to both just
admire as well as search for the animals food.

There are a few issues though, it's quite clear the game was designed more with a touch screen in mind, as the mouse often
struggles to click but works better when swiping. This felt a little strange to me, since I'm used to more responsiveness when
clicking. Movement across the screen was a little weird and the most annoying point was the zooming in and out function that
would occasionally require multiple clicks before actually responding to the input.

All in all, the game is beautifully created, and well worth a play as it is quite cheap, plus I enjoyed the additional feel of raising
environmental awareness through a video game.. I can't even launch this game properly, it gives me "Doorways.exe has stopped
working" right after the intro video and I'm also pretty sure the problem isn't on my end since all other games are working
perfectly fine.

edited...

Okay, after having some difficulties to even launch the game I'm gonna revise my review now. First things first, I must say that
one of the developers was very adamant and helpful in resolving the issue I had, so props to him.

About the game now, after playing it for like 15 minutes I realised that it was heavily influeced by Penumbra/Amnesia which
only hyped me even more, the general ambience was uncanny like in aforementioned games. Also, the way you interact with
environment was very similar. Did I say it was dark too? Voice acting and generic sounds were decent I guess since they didn't
stand out in any way (good or bad).
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Now, my biggest criticism would be the terrible frame rate that I had, even on low settings and resolution it was dropping as low
as 10 which made the game uplayable for me. Furthermore, since this game is still unfinished business I'll refrain from playing
it any more, I don't want to ruin it with technical issues because I think it has a great potential, it goes without saying that I'll try
it again later when (I hope) it'll be more polished.
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WOW This game is fun! But a little difficult for me. I need practice!! :D. Fun, but not as fun as some of the other Spiderweb
games. Geneforge 1 & 2 had choices that impacted things, the game wasn't as linear as this game seems to be. If you're new to
these RPGs, I'd recommend getting Geneforge 1 (especially if you like a good, non-linear story!). Awesome game. Armada
2526, is a fairly old game. There's alot of the UI where that shows, such as ending turns in multiplayer games, ending your turn
completely and being unable to act.

Unit diversity could be a touch better as well in early game.

That all aside, the game is deep...shockingly deep. There is a whole lot to fiddle with, and experiment here, from varying techs,
planet and star system setups, even setting up migrations of population from one star system to another. Somewhere in the 50th
turn I realized I was completely hooked, and my fledling 9 world empire (this is TINY compared to the total number of stars
available, even in a "medium" sized map.) was just now barley starting to come out of the red and into the black.

The sheer distance between stars, also makes you feel the sheer vastness of your empire, even when you have 9 inhabited
systems (you end up with far far far more) it takes a very long time to get to your new planets. In early game, when your
colonizable planets are far flung, you are gambling. it's inevitable really. Do you go so far out that reinforcements will be a
LONG time in coming? Or do you take the risk for higher inhabited worlds to come up quicker, and be self sufficient before
another empire decides to take them?

There is depth in a great many facets of the game on initial impression, and the sheer scale involved is daunting. Highly
recommend, especially as this game is more often than not onsale, 50 to 75 percent off.. If you want paints for your ships, wait
for release of the game. Atm there are only few paints available.

Not worth it for now.. It was not worth it...

no control options
no graphic options
. I found this game AWESOME for keeping the kidlets entertained and practicing their math.I would recommend for ages 6+.
I'm writing this review with 'Cafe Banjul' Playing. I wish i could be writing the review from inside of Banjul while taking bites
of carrot cake.~ But this will have to do for now. I bought this during Christmas for obvious reasons. But I just now got around
to reading it. You finally get to see a side from the teddy bear, it just completes everything. After reading all of the DLC's I
guess this is the closing, Last and final one. I never wanted it to end, But i couldnt wait any longer. Everything about the game
and DLC's are top notch. Don't hesitate to pick up a copy, Let Nameless Heal your heart~. Graphics are beautifully executed,
but teleporting around is very slow. Movement seems almost laggy and sluggish which is the opposite of what you need when
fighting enemies. The inventory interface isn't exactly straightforward. I'm going to persist, rather than request a refund only
because the environments are so well done... Do I recommend it? I guess so?

*later* Very frustrating game. Difficult to interact with the interface to change weapon during a battle and good luck trying to
pick a sword up of the ground - IMPOSSIBLE! And then they disappear because you can't make it happen... Do I recommend
it? No. Needs work.. This little gem teaches the basics of the game quickly and efficently to you its fun a moderate (ages 8+ will
have fun) challenge and the treat at the end sates your build lust well. I have seen some good games and this is one for all player
and skill levels.
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